Abstract
We are at a time where diseases, epidemics and viruses spreading with unlimited rate and neither young nor elderly individuals have escaped from it. At a time when the average of chronic patients, epidemic, disabled and mortality is increasing day after day, this dilemma pushed and motivated the biopharmaceutical sectors to innovation in order to mitigate this plight, giving birth to a new bio drug need to pass through several phases, and every phase should pass through several ethical guidelines and some responsibilities, according to the rational and moral principle the pharmacists, stakeholders, the managers and the whole company crew form a team with different specialization but with one principle, is to serve the patients' health, improve the healthcare system and enhance the humanity wellbeing with a high ethical and responsibility values. This article gives a glance about some ethical standards, behavior and responsible guidelines which should the whole biopharmaceutical crew adhere to before and during and after the bio drug innovation's process.
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Introduction and Ethics in Biopharmaceutical Innovation Paradigms
Responsible research and innovation (RRI) is among the most important issues that have generated a huge debate within the political and social milieu, which became an overall case for the biggest EU Research and Innovation program ever Horizon [1]. Responsible research and innovation is among the important doctrines for the sustainability of the company [2]. Ethics and the biopharmaceutical responsible innovation is a paradigm of a sector where the ethics and responsibility of health professionals is inevitably linked to public and private life. The biopharmaceutical research, development and marketing responsibilities are taken by the pharmacists, directors and managers of the biopharmaceutical company, all are a combined healthcare team which work together and have a lot of combined bio drugs innovation’s issues [3]. Now we are in age where the bio pharmacy improves with a high rapidity, a new generation of several bio drugs is discovered for improving survival rates, a lot of chronic and even fatal maladies are promised now with a new series of bio drugs to enhance the patient health [4-7]. The role of this staff (bio pharmacists, directors, and managers) is to minimize the risks and the harm of the new developed bio drugs during the clinical trials process and during the patient’s consumption of this new treatment, also to secure the efficacy of the new bio drug and guarantee that the novel discovered bio drugs can be used safely. Moreover, to facilitate its access and also to strengthen the country’s economy in order to serve the humanity interests and boosting the healthcare progress in general [8]. However, the biopharmaceutical innovation can be seen as a junction between business and health, this gives rise to a several series of ethical and responsibility issues and a dire need to make some rules, standards and principles for the bio drug innovation’s process built on rational and virtues.

Ethics in Biopharmaceutical Innovation Paradigms
There are several ethical issues concerning the biopharmaceuticals innovation, according to the US food and drug administration (FDA), before the bio drugs get promoted and reach the open market it should firstly pass through several stages, every stage is bounded by a set of responsibilities and ethical standards and guidelines.

The selection of developing bio drug
Frequently before selecting the bio drug, the bio pharmacists can come across a number of ethical issues and responsibilities, research staff should firstly know if the bio drug which they are innovating really deserve and worth to put such a big budget and lab effort, usually the physicians would like to dedicate their research to give birth a new bio drug which can make a change and an amelioration in the patient’s health and they wish the efficacy of this new treatment, otherwise it would be a waste of money, time and effort. In other side they are not glad when they are required to work on a bio drug that gives a low advances to the company, for instance the (me-too) bio drugs (similar to another existing bio drug but just belong to the same treatment category and treat the same kind of malady but their formulation, posology, composition and the cure conditions and rapidity might be different), however, this kind of bio drugs sometimes can maintain the reputation of the bio drug market, for example in case of the expiration of the patent is in the near future, patenting
A (me-too) bio drug is the best choice for the bio drug company for keeping the good price, because if the bio drug loses its patent, the company might encounter an income decreasing [9]. One of the causes which make the bio pharmacists do not like to develop me-too bio drugs is that they do a lot of work and devote a huge budget to develop this bio drugs to get just a small and tiny benefits, it can lead to a financial losses and lack of benefits. On the other hand, the patients get convenient benefits related with the drop of the bio drugs prices, because of the competition and the variety of medicines, this difference of interests creates a conflict between the society benefits and the company benefits, which make the company side think negatively before starting select the bio drug to develop. Moreover, whatever the case before selecting the bio drug to innovate, the company managers and the pharmacists and the stakeholders should firstly think about the serious disease and epidemic which exists in the poor and developing countries, and the lack of access to the bio drugs. The biopharmaceutical community should focus on serving the society and the public in concentrating their efforts on innovating and developing more bio drugs to enhance the public health and reassure the needed bio drug regardless the personal benefits, because this is a responsibility and ethical standards which every biopharmaceutical staff should consider, because the social responsibility is higher than everything [10].

**Human and Nonhuman (Animals) use ethics**

In tracing the ethical issues in the clinical trials, the new bio drugs should be tested in nonhuman and in human samples, in case of using the animals in the clinical trials, it exists some associations and federations for instance the animal liberation associations and the European Union political platform and its Scientific Committee which forbid the use of this animals in the clinical trials, considering that as giving pain and torture to the animals and also to protect the animal from extinction. Moreover, consider its use in the clinical tests as irresponsible and unethical behavior [11-13]. In contrast, in case of using the human sample during doing clinical tests, this should be based on the handling way between the physicians, patients, the ethical standards and the method of merging them into each other, because distinctly should have a huge combination between the clinical ethics and the physician’s profession. Physicians must be highly ethical and firstly build their relationship with patients based on patient’s interests whatever the case, also they should always put the patient benefits in the first position [14].

Usually the clinical research is based on ethics and rational standards which serve the public benefits, and not only serve a special interest which can only consider the private benefits, if it is built on a private interest in this case it is considered as a selfishness and unethical behavior.

There are several methods to characterize the ethical rules and standards, including three basic ones: it should serve the patient’s interest first, do not give damage and injury and pain to the patient and respecting his choice and attitude to this research [15]. The use of human sample in the clinical tests has received a big attention and concern in the healthcare sector and in the public, different foundation, association and political organization gives birth to several ethical and responsible standards to ensure that the human being will be treated under the ethical and responsible norms.

**Risk versus benefits**

Before starting the clinical research on the human subject, the bio pharmacists should firstly take in consideration the risks versus benefits issues, they initiate in assess and estimate the benefits and the harms potential of this research, and make a nearly comparison to see if the interest average exceeds the damage average, the harm which can affect the patient should be a moderate and reasonable harm comparing to the benefits which can be gained [16]. According to the declaration of HELSINKI (DOH is a set of ethical principles regarding human experimentation developed for the medical community by the world medical association), every medical research can contain some risks, but this does not mean that the physicians should not pay attention to that, researchers should be competent on doing this kind of research practice, they should take a big consideration of this burdens and try to minimize this risks as much as possible [17]. The physicians should keep controlling and assessing these risks, also should not initiate and start doing the clinical research till they are sure that the resulted harms are less than the benefits and that harms can be managed and handled. Furthermore, in case that the harms are exceeding the benefits potential, physicians must do assess whether they can continue this research or doing some modification or even stop this research [18]. In this way, the research staff is abiding to the rational and ethical standards of avoiding harm which is considered as basic rules of any research.

**Compliance and adherence to the clinical research protocols**

The design of the study research protocols should be closely strict and rigorous in order to have a good scientific data and correct output, in order to conserve the patient’s benefits, behind every efficient and successful research therapy an adherence to research protocols, in case of the absence or non-adherence to this protocols, lack of caution or any information or technical error, can lead to an unfavorable and disadvantages outcomes also can expose the human subject to risks, complex his disease, reduce the therapy trial efficacy chances, decrease the human subject’s life quality and even can lead him to death [19-21]. Moreover, the bad adherence can complicate the research process and give rise to several difficulties which push the clinicians and researchers to do additional processes, therefore, wasting of time and efforts also huge financial losses [22,23].

There has been an extreme controversial about this lack of compliance and many papers have been published in regard to the non-adherence, in 1999 at the human gene therapy institute of Pennsylvania (Penn) university, during a test of gene treatment, due to non-compliance with experiment protocols, Jesse Gelsinger a patient of 18 years old died, the investigations affirmed that the cause of the death was due to the deficiency and shortage of vigilance and infringement of the research protocols, the clinicians did not follow the research protocols as required [24-26]. From these evidences we understand that any protocol’s violation is considerably unethical can lead to bad consequences.
Affordability and compound pricing

Bio pharmaceutical companies spend a huge sums for giving birth to a new bio drug to the market, the estimated amount is more than 800S [at the time of publishing this information][27], followed by new statistics exceeded the imaginary amounts, where for the one new bio drug the expenditure is approximately reaching the 1.8 billion US dollars [28], most companies make this large expense as a reason and excuse to raise the price of the new treatment in order to attempt the compensation and recover the money spent in this new compound innovation process, too many people around the world are struggling to get access and afford to the needed therapy. Because of the lack of this novel therapeutics, sometimes people are forced to see at their patients dying in front of their eyes. Developing and developed countries neither have escaped from this dilemma, this impasse affect more and more the developing and poor countries, often this new bio drugs prices are so high, and it is the insurance who pay for it, but how about the persons who have no insurance for covering and afford this treatment? A lot of Americans uninsured are facing several challenges and difficulties for getting the necessitated therapy, regrettably they have no choice just believing that it is impossible to reach and afford the cost of this treatment [29], this lead to increase the severity of their disease or even to drive them to death.

Due to the inability and lack of sustainability and obtainment of the needed bio drugs, the raise of mortality rate, spreading of diseases and epidemics in the developing and poor countries is increasing day after day, for instance the disease that terrifies people in sub-Saharan Africa, the cardiovascular and hypertension illness, too much people are in great suffering for the inability to reach this disease therapy [30], high pricing is the major trouble which almost sicker are facing, it creates a big problem for the health care system in general, another example of the new hepatitis C virus (HCV) medicines in several countries and in the low- and middle-income countries in particular is unaffordable because of its extreme high price [31], therefore can lead to a serious consequences.

In the United States, due to the catastrophic increases in the price of cancer treatment, the cancer patients are in a state of confusion and in great distress, many of them cannot access to the treatment because of its exaggerated high price, those who have an advanced cancer disease, can lose hope of continue the therapy and even can reach the death because the price of treatment is overstretched [32].

All of this evidences refers to the need for intervention by international organizations specialized in this field to legalize and put a rational limit and rules to reduce this problem, this dilemma has created a huge controversy among the affected community and in the health field in general, it is ethical from the companies to provide patients those who cannot afford the drug with treatment or help them to get an insurance in order to cover the cost of the therapy needed, whether in poor countries or in developed countries, also it would be a superior conduct’s sort if they create a program of assistance to patients and put a roofing price laws to the novel therapeutics, so that everyone can access to it. Thus, developing treatments will serve the patient and give him benefits and enhances their health not only serve the interest of the company and strengthen its financial treasury, because it is a kind of selfishness and inhumanity if the company does not care about the patients’ health conditions.

Conclusion

Nowadays, the distinction of the biopharmacy innovation is totally noticeable than it was previously, we are now in an age where the bio pharmacy has become a double-edged sword, on the one hand serving the private interests and on the other hand serving the public interests, this gives birth to a kind of conflicts. Trying to make a rational and reasonable balance between the needs of individual patients with those of the company without affecting the patient’s wellbeing is a sophisticated professional practice, research staff and sponsors should uphold their professional integrity and practice their profession under a moral and responsible way in giving the priority to the patients benefits, during deciding an action course, they should use their vocational judgment in condition that those decisions was built on ethical rational standards and rules. Pharmacists make sure that they are in line with the responsible and ethical standards of the profession because the healthcare system is in dire need of a robust and rigorous ethical infrastructure in order to enhance the patient health and develop the healthcare system and stop the disease spread to serve the common good in general, solemn ethics education it might be the key to insert the ethical awareness and the responsibility tendency in the healthcare community and integrate a high ethical standards in the researcher’s mind, the need of learning and the knowledge is the effective way and method to change and control the ethical measuring and dimension of the profession.
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